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How should children be taught about homosexuality?
Tell us at

CHILDREN have been asked whether
homosexuality is ‘‘the sickest sin’’ in a
school assignment that also points them
to Bible quotes describing it as an
‘‘abomination’’.
The homework given to Year 10
students aged 14 and 15 at Armadale
Christian College also describes ‘‘coming out of the closet’’ as ‘‘open sinning’’.
Inquiries by The Sunday Times have
prompted Education Minister Liz
Constable to order Department of
Education Services staff to go to the
school to ensure it was ‘‘satisfying
registration requirements’’.
Meanwhile, Stephen Lee, chief executive officer of Swan Christian Education
Association, which encompasses the
Armadale school, said his association
would ‘‘review the use of this material’’
and material used at other SCEA
schools following questions from The
Sunday Times.
A question in the assignment given to
students in June was: ‘‘Is homosexuality
the sickest sin there is?’’ Later a question
asked what God said about homosexuality and pointed to Bible quotes for the
answer, which called it an ‘‘abomination’’.
Dani Wright, co-ordinator of youth
support service Freedom Centre, said
discrimination through such teaching

could lead to mental health issues and
even suicide. She said blanket policies
were needed about homophobia in
schools because, while the WA Equal
Opportunity Act did not allow sexualorientation discrimination, there were
‘‘loopholes’’ for religious institutions.
One student’s relative, James Notman, said such ‘‘extremist’’ teachings
could ‘‘seriously damage the mental
wellbeing’’ of some children at a time of
life when questions of sexuality were of
huge importance.
‘‘I also went to a Christian private
school, but what we were taught about
homosexuality was that we should all
love and accept everyone as the same,
because it doesn’t matter whether
you’re gay, straight, male, female, we’re
all humans and we’re all equal,’’ he said.
Mr Lee said the assignment was used
to ‘‘facilitate discussion on Christian
views’’ as part of a lesson within the WA
Curriculum Council course Religion
and Life.
He said the question that asked about
the ‘‘sickest sin’’ identified ‘‘numerous’’
views on homosexuality, including that
it was an illness, in context of views that
it may be genetic, an inborn trait or
lifestyle choice.
The school was not teaching these
views, but was ‘‘facilitating discussion on
common views in society’’, he said.

incredible job,’’ she said. ‘‘They were
given a recipe and it felt like we were
sitting in a really flash restaurant and
eating these amazing dishes. It was
mind-blowing.
‘‘The show starts with a real bang,
and the set is like Wonderland.’’
Judges Gary Mehigan, George
Calombaris, Matt Moran and Gare
have since narrowed the contestants
down to 20 and are now cooking with

gas in MasterChef’s Sydney kitchen.
No WA chefs have made an
appearance yet, but Gare said the
three tiny contestants from Perth
were showing promise. ‘‘They’re all
amazing little cooks,’’ she said.
Gare launched her first cookbook
Homemade in Perth yesterday.
A date is yet to be set for the
second series TV launch.
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IF you thought they were good last
season, prepare to be blown away.
This year’s crop of Junior
MasterChef contestants cook up
succulent spatchcock, finger-lickinggood lobster and prime pork any chef
would be proud to serve.
Three of the final 50 are from WA.

Perth judge and TV chef Anna
Gare spilt the beans on the upcoming
season this week, dropping hints as
she unveiled her new cookbook.
She said the children in the second
season were ‘‘more incredible’’ and
better equipped to take on new and
harder challenges.
‘‘They had this lobster challenge,
and this one little girl said she’d never
even been near one, but they did an
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Anna lifts lid on junior WA MasterChefs

Anna Gare
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YOUNG city-dwelling
welfare recipients who refuse to move to the bush to
take up jobs would lose
their benefits under a
Coalition government.
Nationals leader Warren Truss said yesterday an
Abbott government would
force the jobless to leave
the city, as part of a ‘‘stick’’
approach to tackling unemployment.
‘‘Young, mobile welfare
recipients who refuse to
take up gainful employment in the regions should
not expect to continue to
receive those benefits,’’ Mr
Truss told a Nationals
federal council meeting in
Canberra yesterday.
The Nationals also announced a bid for bonded
migration, to tie new arrivals to rural towns to fill
skills shortages.
That would be similar to
the Medical Rural Bonded
Scholarship Scheme, which
requires doctors to move to
regional areas for at least
six years.
Mr Truss said: ‘‘In agriculture alone, the National
Farmers Federation calculates that as farmers get
back on their feet, over
100,000 jobs will go begging. Tying new migrants
to regional locations experiencing skilled and nonskilled labour shortages for
a specified period can help
fill the gaps.’’
He also outlined what he
called a ‘‘carrot approach’’
to offer businesses incentives to move to the bush,
and said government departments should be relocated.
Nationals Senate Leader
Barnaby Joyce will tell the
council tomorrow that
Australia is at risk from
growing debt.
‘‘Just this Friday our
nation’s gross debt topped
$200 billion,’’ he will say in
his prepared speech to the
council. ‘‘So far this Labor
Government has been in
power for 1372 days and
has borrowed an average
of over $100 million each
of those days.’’
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Serious damage:
James Notman with
a copy of the
assignment paper.
Inset: Extracts from
the paper.
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Jobless Secondary school test comes under fire
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Save over $10,000
on your new home loan in just 4 years.
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visit a branch

we come to you

1300 769 207
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If you’re not saving on your home loan, you could be doing better with St.George. Make the switch and apply before 30 September 2011
and you could save over $10,000 in just 4 years†. With a loan of $320,000 or more in an Advantage Package, you’ll receive a discount of
0.80% p.a. off our standard variable rate home loan for the life of your loan. So if you want a better home loan package, talk to the bank
that knows home loans best – St.George.

stgeorge.com.au/dobetter

Credit criteria, conditions and fees (including packaging fee) and charges apply. The special offers are only for loan amounts over $250,000. Details available in branch or at stgeorge.com.au †Savings estimated are indicative only and will vary depending on individual circumstances and loan amount. Interest rates are
subject to change. The special offer package discounts during the offer period 31 July to 30 September 2011 are tiered based on loan size. For loans between $250,000 to $499,999, 0.80% p.a. discount will be applied (save over $10,000 for eligible loan amounts of $320,000 or more); for loans between $500,000
to $749,999, 0.85% p.a. discount will be applied; for loans between $750,000 to $999,999, 0.90% p.a. discount will be applied; for loans greater than $1,000,000, 0.95% p.a. discount will be applied. The interest rate discounts are only available in an Advantage Package. Advantage Package annual fee, currently
$395, is payable from an eligible St.George transaction account. St.George Bank – A Division of Westpac Banking Corporation ABN 33 007 457 141 AFSL 233714 ACL 233714.
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